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Misfits- A Coloring Book for Adults and ODD Children. Not your average coloring book...
Twenty-Five lowbrow fantasy art single sided images to color, taken from the original art of White
Stag (Terra Bidlespacher) featuring creepy cute feather brimmed big eyed girls in dark, humurous
and whimsical situations... This book inclues a wide range of White Stag's art including hobo
princesses, zombies, unicorns, sailors, morbidly obese cats and more! Use markers, crayons,
colored pencils and a little flair of glitter, whatever your heartâ€™s content to color your own world!
Choose your own palette or use the original palettes as inspiration. White Stagâ€™s art is enjoyed
by both old and young alike with whimsical fantasy depictions of outcasts in seemingly nonsensical
situations. Make sure to follow White Stag to find out when new books are available and to see all
new art: www.whiteStagArt.com
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This is a great coloring book. I really enjoy the style of all of these images. It has really nice lines.
The pages have the images printed on one side and the images are so beautiful and creative. There
will be bleed through so you will need card stock or paper in between your pages if you are using
markers and to protect the other pages from pencil lines. The book contained a page with helpful
hints and I also included the first page with a description of types of images in the book.

I'm updating this now to show some pictures of the book. Pages are bright white and smooth.
Pictures are printed single sided so you dont have to worry about removing a page from the book to

hang or gift you wont loose one on the back. its also good in case of bleed through. there is a page
in the book for tips and its suggested to place some pages behind what you are coloring in case of
bleed through with markers and such i highly suggest that. There are 25 images with an array of
characters plus two more if you count the page with the tips and the little unicorn on the page that
says who this book belongs to but that one appears later on in full size. I havnt got a chance to color
it yet but i cant wait.

Absolutely love Terra's adorable quirky creations, saw them first in her Etsy shop. What a joy to
have a chance to colour them! Thank you for this opportunity. I think both adults and children will
enjoy this book.I also got a collectors set of the images from the book in colour directly from Terra's
etsy, to help me get inspiration for the colour schemes if I'm stuck

This is by far the favorite coloring book in my collection. Something about these cute, wide-eyed,
anime type characters juxtaposed with the dark, moody colors of her paintings simply makes me
smile. Perhaps it is their offbeat combination like biting into a hot pepper infused chocolate bar -- it
is unexpectedly odd, but it works. I cut out the pages with an x-acto knife and copy them on heavier
paper. You can find most of the completed paintings on her website and use them for guidance or
inspiration. I am looking forward to her next coloring book. I love it!

This is really unique and well done! If you are tired of mandala's, cutesy animals and nature scenes
and are ready to branch out this is a fun, very quality place to start. It's a little dark, subject wise, but
in a whimsical way that makes me smile.

I recieved the book and it's amazing, brilliant illustrations, unique and on good quality paper. The
extra paper is a nice touch for testing materials before using them. I saw the blank eyes mentioned
in a review and must disagree, it's a coloring book after al, you want blank areas, just draw them in
your self. Over all after all excellent book, a stand out among the vast mass of boring coloring books
out there, I feel this makes a great gift for all ages.

I love this is! One of my favorite coloring books to date. I primarily use pencils and markers, and the
paper takes both well. The designs are super cute and fun to color. I love that she includes photos
of the original paintings on the back to use as reference.

I really had high hopes for this book, however, in my opinion you have to be more of an artist with
the ability to draw rather than just color/shade, etc. I gave this to my daughter who can draw and
she loves it
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